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China – Researched and compiled by the Refugee Documentation 
Centre of Ireland on 8 February 2016 
 
Information on the current (2016) child policy for Fujian province, China. 
Are Chinese citizens permitted to have two children in Fujian province? 
Are there any restrictions on the policy? If a married, Chinese couple, 
have 2 or more children, who were born whilst living abroad (Ireland) 
will they or their children be subjected to any harm/ restrictions upon 
return to Fujian province or China in general? What are the 
consequences for the parents who exceed the one/two- child policy 
whilst living abroad upon return to China? What are the consequences 
for children who are born against/ in contravention of the child policy? 
 

A report from the Xinhua News Agency states: 
 

“China will allow all couples to have two children, abandoning its decades-
long one-child policy, the Communist Party of China (CPC) announced after a 
key meeting on Thursday. The change of policy is intended to balance 
population development and address the challenge of an ageing population, 
according to a communique issued after the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th 
Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee held from Monday to 
Thursday. The proposal must be approved by the top legislature before it is 
enacted.” (Xinhua News Agency (29 October 2015) China to allow two 
children for all couples) 

 

A report from the Associated Press states: 
 

“The Communist Party's decision to ease limits on family size makes China a 
bit less restrictive but is a reminder of the party's pervasive role in society. 
The 35-year-old policy that limited most urban couples to one child is a 
holdover from an era of intrusive controls that dictated where Chinese worked 
and lived - even whom they could marry. The latest change, driven by a need 
for more young workers, allows married couples two children but affirms party 
power over what most societies consider a basic right. Thursday's 
announcement was a reminder that many official policies treat the Chinese 
public as economic raw material. It cited a need to ‘improve the balanced 
development of population,’ rather than to give people more control over their 
lives. ‘This is a technical change, a policy change, rather than a political 
change,’ said Joseph Cheng, a retired political scientist formerly at the City 
University of Hong Kong. ‘If you try to have more than two children, you still 
get sanctions. So the state retains that kind of power.’”(Associated Press 
Online (30 October 2015) Analysis: China's leaders ease birth limits but keep 
control) 

 

A Reuters report states: 
 

“China's top family planning authority said on Friday the central government 
will leave provinces to hash out the details of implementing a new policy 
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allowing couples to have two children. About 90 million families may qualify 
for the new two-child policy, which would help raise the population to an 
estimated 1.45 billion by 2030, the National Health and Family Planning 
Commission said in an online statement.” (Reuters (30 October 2015) China 
to leave implementation of two-child policy to provinces) 

 

An article from the Guardian UK states: 
 

“There were no immediate details on how or when China’s new ‘two-child 
policy’ would be implemented. But Gietel-Basten said the policy change was 
good news for both China’s people and its leaders, who stood to gain from 
ending a highly unpopular rule. ‘From a political, pragmatic perspective, 
loosening the policy is good for the party but also it is a good thing for 
individual couples who want to have that second child. It is a kind of win-win 
for everybody,’ he said. ‘Millions of ordinary Chinese couples will be allowed 
to have a second child if they want to – this is clearly a very positive thing.’ 
Experts said the relaxation of family planning rules is unlikely to have a lasting 
demographic impact, particularly in urban areas where couples were now 
reluctant to have two children because of the high cost.” (Guardian UK (29 
October 2015) China ends one-child policy after 35 years) 

 

An Amnesty International report states: 
 

“The move to change China’s one-child policy is not enough. Couples that 
have two children could still be subjected to coercive and intrusive forms of 
contraception, and even forced abortions – which amount to torture.” 
(Amnesty International (29 October 2015) China: Reform of one-child policy 
not enough) 

 

A document published on the US Library of Congress Global Legal Monitor 
website states: 
 

“On December 27, 2015, the Standing Committee of China’s National 
People’s Congress (NPC) adopted a decision amending the Population and 
Family Planning Law. Effective January 1, 2016, the “two child policy” 
became law applicable nationwide.” (Library of Congress – Global Legal 
Monitor (8 January 2016) China: Two Child Policy Becomes Law) 

 

This document also states: 
 

“The new article 18 in the 2015 Law provides that the state advocates that 
every married couple have two children and that more children may be 
allowed where the requirements specified by laws and regulations are met. 
The 2015 Law authorizes the provincial-level people’s congresses to 
formulate implementing measures, to address such issues as who is eligible 
to have more than two children.” (ibid) 

 

An article from the Chinese English-language newspaper China Daily states: 
 

“Couples in Fujian province no longer need to apply for a birth approval 
certificate when they plan to have a first child, and they can obtain a 
certificate for a second child simply by handing in a guarantee that confirms 
they are eligible to have a second child, according to the province's Health 
and Family Planning Commission. A couple only needs to provide their 
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marriage certificate and ID cards to register for the birth of their first child. For 
those who want a second child, if the situation of the birth of their first child is 
hard to verify, such as the husband and wife coming from different cities or 
regions, a couple needs to provide their hukou (household registration), ID 
cards and marriage certificate as well as a written statement that makes it 
clear that they are entitled to have a second child. (China Daily (26 May 2015) 
Fujian cuts red tape for birth certificates) 

 

An article from the Singapore-based newspaper The Straits Times states: 
 

“There have already been several reports of women taking extreme measures 
to delay the birth of their second child only until the new policy kicked in. In 
Fujian province, the family of a woman, who had been suffering from cramps 
since Dec 27, monitored her around the clock to prevent her from popping 
‘ahead of time’. She eventually gave birth on Jan 1, with the family celebrating 
by giving the baby girl a nickname - Little Bawan. ‘Bawan’ means 80,000 in 
Chinese, which would have been the fine amount they had to pay if she had 
been born in 2015.” (The Straits Times (7 January 2016) Pregnant woman 
lies motionless for 5 days to avoid giving birth before China's two-child policy 
took effect) 

 

A country advice document published by the Refugee Review Tribunal of 
Australia, in response to the question “What is the penalty for the second 
child?”, states: 
 

“It is not clear if children born outside of China are subject to the penalties set 
out in the Fujian family planning legislation. If penalties were to be imposed, 
the estimate fines for a couple having a second child out of wedlock are: 

 
Urban couple 
Minimum fine RMB 73926 
Maximum fine RMB 110889 
Rural Couple 
Minimum fine RMB 26700 
Maximum fine RMB 40050 

 
Children born outside of China may not be subject to the penalties set out in 
the Fujian family planning legislation. The Australian Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) advised in 2004 that: 

 
The Provincial regulations on Family Planning regard children born 
outside the province (including children born overseas) as not subject 
to Fujian family planning rules. That is to say they are not counted in 
assessing penalties for giving birth to more than one child.” (Australian 
Government: Refugee Review Tribunal (25 February 2011) China – 
CHN38129 – Fujian Province – Family planning – Social 
compensation fees – Unmarried couples – Underage fathers – 
Children born overseas – Passports, p.3) 

 

See also background paper published by the Refugee Review Tribunal of 
Australia which, in a paragraph headed “Overseas Chinese”, states: 
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“Chinese people who are permanent residents of foreign countries (that is, Overseas 
Chinese), may be permitted to have a second child in some circumstance DFAT 
advises that:  
 
Couples meeting any one of these criteria will be exempt from a family planning fee 
for the birth of their second unauthorised child: 
 

 Both members of the couple are overseas Chinese and the pregnancy occurs 
prior to their return to China; 

 Both members of the couple are overseas Chinese and have returned to 
China for less than 6 years; 

 Both members of the couple are overseas Chinese, their children remain in 
another country, and no other children from this couple live in China.” 
(Australian Government: Refugee Review Tribunal (8 March 2013) China: 
Family Planning, p.9) 

 

An article from the China Daily states: 
 

“Chinese women giving birth abroad face many risks. First, there are no laws 
or regulations on Chinese women giving birth overseas and, according to 
reports, more than 90 percent of the domestic family planning agencies can't 
provide direct services to couples abroad and thus cannot sign valid service 
contracts with them. All this makes the child's ‘nationality’ and ‘hukou’ (house 
registration) difficult to ascertain. Second, Chinese children who get other 
countries' and regions' nationalities may face difficulties when they return to 
China. Since they are not permanent residents of the Chinese mainland, they 
cannot enjoy social welfare such as education and medical treatment offered 
by the Chinese government. And their parents may have to pay huge 
amounts of money to raise them in China.” (China Daily (26 February 2014) 
To give or not to give birth abroad) 

 

An article from the Chinese newspaper Shanghai Daily states: 
 

“Couples will face penalties in some cases if they have a child born outside 
China's mainland in violation of the nation's family planning law, according to 
a rule that takes effect next year in the southern Shenzhen City. Penalties 
would apply when registering such a child or keeping the child in the mainland 
for 18 months within two years - if both members of a couple are registered 
residents in Shenzhen or one is registered in Shenzhen and the another 
elsewhere in the mainland. The population and family rule in Shenzhen 
makes it clear that delivering a child not allowed by China's family planning 
policy overseas is illegal, officials said. Each spouse of the couple would be 
fined three times the average income in Shenzhen in the previous year. For 
example, if the rule were in effect this year, a couple would have to pay 
219,030 yuan (US$34,767) for such a child. For additional children over legal 
limits, the penalty would be multiplied by the number of such children. People 
who have incomes higher than the average will also face higher fines, the rule 
states. Officials from the Shanghai Population and Family Planning 
Commission said the idea is not new, as the national population commission 
has had the same policy for years.” (Shanghai Daily (2 November 2012) 
Fines set for overseas births over legal limits) 

 

This response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information 
currently available to the Research and Information Unit within time 
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constraints. This response is not and does not purport to be conclusive as to 
the merit of any particular claim to refugee status or asylum. Please read in 
full all documents referred to. 
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